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What is Music?

Music is defined by many different sources and yet there is 
no unanimous way to explain it.  Music is, “the science or art of 
ordering tones or sounds in succession, in combination, and in 
temporal relationships to pr oduce a composition having unity 
and continuity,” “an agreeable sound,” 4 or “...to produce beauty 
of form, harmony, and expression of emotion.” 5 Music is both 
personal to oneself as well as within an ordered social group, 
territory or region.  

Noise and sound, although potential components of music, 
present their own unique phenomenon; the sound of a supple 
stream flowing along jagged rocks or the whisper of the wind in 
a meadow could be considered music.  The clashing of garbage 
bins and the smashing of glass bottles can create music.  Music 
is subjective.  This subjectivity can explain why some people listen 
to rock and others heavy metal or Beethoven’s ninth.

Musicologist Jean Jacques Nattiez states that, “The border 
between music and noise is always culturally defined—which 
implies that, even within a single society, this border does not 
always pass through the same place; in short, there is rarely a 
consensus ... By all accounts there is no single and intercultural
universal concept defining what music might be.” 6

If there were one fact about music that is more or less 
commonly accepted, it would be that music is intrinsic to the 
human condition and it is the subjective qualities of music that 
determine whether music is enjoyable to oneself.

In acoustics, subjective values were first introduced by Leo 
Beranek in 1960 and are still in use today.  It was his intention 
to translate the qualitative values of musical enjoyment into 
quantitative measures utilizing what he deemed: intimacy or 
presence, liveness or envelopment, warmth, loudness, clarity or 
definition, and brilliance—each of these factors being measurable 
in terms of reverberation, sound reflections, and spatial volume.7

Intimacy or presence refers to music sounding as if it is being 
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played in a sm aller space.  Liveness or envelopment refers 
to the persistence of sound used to encapsulate the listener.  
Warmth relates to strong bass tones and long reverberations 
and loudness refers to the volume of sound.  Clarity allows one 
to hear intricacies and complex patterns while brilliance refers 
to how well those sounds persist in space.

Beranek developed his measures largely from the subjective 
qualities involved in acoustic performance halls and yet the 
measures are applicable to most, if not arguably all, spaces.  For 
example, one still analyzes how well one’s voice can be heard 
within a classroom or lecture hall (clarity); how one’s steps are 
heard within a hallway (brilliance); and how one’s home theater 
system captures reality (intimacy & envelopment).

However, it is ultimately biology and upbringing—nature 
verses nurture—that determines whether a sound is pleasant or 
unpleasant and therefore responsible for what one’s preference 
for music may be.  The acoustic qualities of music combined 
with one’s mental associations lead to one’s feelings about a 
particular song and that reaction is almost immediate.  It takes 
milliseconds for the human mind to judge sound and only about 
half a second to form an opinion that would likely be the same 
as the opinion after listening to the entire length of a song. Aside 
from loudness, the timbre (distinct character of sound) is the 
first part of so und to be recognized.  This is largely due to our 
innate survival instinct.  Timbre allows you to recognize the sound 
of your mother’s voice and distinguish it from a strangers as well 
as whether or not you are being scolded or praised.  Every sound 
has a unique pitch and intensity that helps establish mood.8  

In parallel to acoustic qualities, mental associations and 
memories determine the fe eling one has toward a song in 
question.  A song or sound within a musical composition can 
remind one of a particular moment in time at which they felt 
a particular way.  That emotion affects the reaction.  Similarly 
the memory of place can affect how one responds to music.  

“

”

The border between music and 
noise is always culturally defined—
which implies that, even within a 
single society, this border does 

not always pass through the same 
place; in short, there is rarely 
a consensus ... By all accounts 

there is no single and intercultural 
universal concept defining what 

music might be. 

-Jean Jacques Nattiez
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Bernhard Leitner: Soundcube

This study began with looking at the phenomenology of sound 
and its influence on perception of space and how space could be 
created through sound within an architectural framework.

In Leitner’s work entitled Soundcube the focus was on 
creating a perception of space utilizing sound moving through 
a grid work of speakers placed equidistant within a cube.  It was 
his intention to create the perception of a space through the 
projection of moving sound and music played at varying speakers 
in succession within the space.

[left] 1984 Tom Raum (Soundspace) 
Technical University Berlin. 

[right] concept sketches.
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reinterpretation thereof.  The practice of remixing has roots in 
Jamaican music of the 60’s and began with 70’s disco music in 
New York City and spread as a global phenomenon.18 

There are several variations of a remix that can be categorized 
into extended, selective, reflexive, and regenerative remixes 
according to Eduardo Navas, researcher of art and media 
culture.  Each method takes cues from the original and musical 
beats are added, subtracted, re-organized, deleted, or altered 
in some form while maintaining a playful relationship to the 
existing identity of the song.  Extended remixes are simply longer 
versions of the original track with added instrumental sections 
making the song easier to mix.  Selective remixes are those that 
add or subtract material from the song.  Reflexive remixes are 
those that challenge the feel of an original through splicing and 
sampling several sources; the finished product claims autonomy 
from the original track yet relies on the cultural recognition of 
the name.  A regenerative remix is one that is under consistent 
change.  

Navas speaks of a regenerative remix in terms of social 
media with examples such as Wikipedia and YouTube.  The idea 
that something is in a state of flux—a freedom to change at 
any moment; any user can go in and edit a Wiki article with the 
intention of improving or damaging the entry.  The user in turn 
is claiming autonomy towards the piece’s identity or meaning.  

The process involved with adaptive reuse of architecture is 
a form of regenerative remixing and may very well become the 
future of built space with the advancement of building information 
modeling (BIM).  Consider this scenario: a warehouse building 
is built today that has been design using BIM software.  The 
building 10 years later is no longer suitable to a future owner.  
The architect can now seek out the building model and adapt the 
building to meet the new purpose utilizing the original design.19  

It is in the identity of place that one begins to realize 
remixed architecture.  In remixing, the authority and value 
of the new composition relies on the identity of the original 

“
”

Gradually, the DJ became a 
producer in his own right: the 

ability to recognize, to reimagine, 
and recontextualize tracks 

evolved through a synergy of 
technology and imagination.

-Virgil Moorefield

song.  Architectural parallels can be drawn to this concept.  
Consider the urban condition of old town European cities or 
classic Victorian towns; the character of the facades is strictly 
maintained in order to appease tourists yet the interior condition 
may be completely modernized.
Territory

Just as music is intrinsic to the human condition, territory 
is a necessity as well.  One creates and observes boundaries 
consciously and unconsciously throughout the course of a day. 
Harry Witchel, Ph.D. states:

“...there seem to be many examples where music is used to 
define a space – to say who should be there, what is going on, 
and what behaviors you should adopt.  In many cases music 
plainly does have a territorial function...” 20

Music creates not only personal territories, but also social 
and cultural boundaries; being those of displays, marking, and 
gathering.  Social territory is to say who is included or excluded 
in a group of two or more persons and music has the power to 
bring people together or push them apart.21

Music and territory align in the sense that they both are 
subjective constructs rooted in biology.  Dr. Witchel asserts that 
“territory is not a place – it is a state of mind, which encompasses 
a varied but important inner experience.” 22  One’s preference 
for music is unique to the individual and in the overlapping of 
musical ‘taste’ allows for the creation of a social grouping based 
on musical territory exemplified by dance.

Dance music aims to create a territory for the appreciation of 
the body whether that is of oneself or of others.  The dance floor 
creates a unique social territory.  Personal territory can take a 
dramatic shift and the combination of personal spaces can be 
observed when two or more people embrace one another in 
dance. 
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It is the role of the DJ to create the atmosphere, which can 
be defined as  a territory for purposes of this argument that 
invites people to dance.  Music played by the DJ is an expression 
of personal taste as well as popular culture.  The selection and 
manipulation of the music in turn defines who will enter this 
newly created social territory.

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari propose the concepts 
of deterritorialization and reterritorialization in A Thousand 
Plateaus23 as a recurring theme.  Deterritorialization is defined 
as taking the control and order away from a land or space that 
is already established; or simply put, to undo what has been 
done.  Reterritorialization is the restructuring of a pl ace or 
territory that has experienced deterritorialization; to produce 
an aspect of popular culture in the context of a local culture, 
thereby making it his or her own.24

The spread of music from city to city, society to society, etc. 
is a process of deterritorialization and reterritorialization.  The 
spread of disco from its origin in New York City to Chicago and 
other cities around the world represents this process; the music 
is established in a new place giving it new identity within another 
culture or social group.

Deterritorialization and reterritorialization work together 
simultaneously and cannot be separated.   The moment a song 
is vocalized language is deterritorialized and reterritorialized 
by the ear of the listener.  Music in itself is a force of this 
phenomenon.25

In a remix these forces are active.  A large aspect of 
deterritorialization and reterritorialization involves identity.  As 
previously mentioned, a remix relies on the identity of the original 
track to establish authority or claim autonomy over it.  The remix 
breaks the identity of original song, deterritorializing it, and at 
the same time establishes a new identity, reterritorializing it.

“

”

...there seem to be many examples 
where music is used to define 
a space – to say who should be 
there, what is going on, and what 
behaviors you should adopt.  In 
many cases music plainly does have 

a territorial function...

-Dr. Harry Witchel

In the creation of built space, the architect injects his or 
her own style fused with the ideas of the client and in some 
fashion, cultural expressions.  Much like the DJ, this act is 
an act of establishing territory (although in a more tangible 
manner) and at the same time a means of deterritorializing and 
reterritorializing space.

The very process of taking raw material and transforming it 
to create the building blocks of architecture, such as with the 
case of wood or stone, begins a duality of these processes.  The 
act of change, transformation, or remixing within all actions (not 
solely architecture) is always a derivation of the processes of 
deterritorialization and reterritorialization.

In the remixing of an existing space or site, the identity of 
space is altered claiming autonomy with the intervention.  As 
an example, within adaptive reuse or remodeling, moments are 
created where the new intersects the old; metaphorically during 
the design process, beats are added, subtracted, re-organized, 
deleted, or altered in some form all in a playful dialogue with the 
built space.

In the appropriation of program to space, the architect, 
much like the DJ, determines what will happen within particular 
spaces.   That determination is based on client needs, just as 
the music a DJ plays is based on the bar/club owner’s desire.
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Tschumi’s work provides an architectural example 
into the concepts proposed by Deleuze and Guattari.  
The built space functions as a museum atop ancient 
archaeological ruins; the forces of reterritorialization 
and deterritorialization are in effect here--the ruins 
loose a sense of place however, the architecture 
reframes them giving them a new identity and in the 
process they become reterritorialized.

Bernard Tschumi:  New acropolis Museum

[top left] the new 
musem sits just 
below the acropolis.

[top right] the 
architecture frames 
archaeoligic ruins 
below. 

[bottom] elements 
of the frieze of the 
panthenon
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Afterword

The study of the intersections of architecture and music is  
far from being unordinary.  Many have given their interpretations, 
translations, and manifestations of the combined visual and 
aural arts.  Whether the work of these previous designers is 
seen as successful remains with the subjective nature of music 
and of the opinions of critics. Moreover, the study remains 
and will continue perpetually to be open to interpretation: it is 
a progressive work that involves the duality of evolving arts—a 
“work in progress,” says Elizabeth Martin, author of Architecture 
as a Translation of Music. 26 

Avenues such as mathematics, acoustics, instrument, 
fundamentals, and layered relationships between the disciplines 
have been explored among others.   Territory and architecture 
as it re lates to the field of music may be an avenue not yet 
approached and will be explored in this thesis.  While territory 
may be explicit within built architecture, the social territory 
is implicit within such space.  Through the understanding of 
how territories are these territories are created, the built 
environment can respond and therefore create an enriched 
spatial experience.

Remixed architecture is the process of creating or  
repurposing space for a particular need responding to the 
territorial social nature of the program involved; in the modification 
of space the forces of deterritorialization and reterritorialization 
work to establish richer environments.  Remixed architecture is 
thoughtful to include the sensory modalities, primarily involving 
the aural and visual in the creation of a dynamic space. 

Remixed architecture is...

...the process of creating or 
repurposing space.

...a deterritorializing and 
reterritorializing force seeking to 
create richer environments.

...a process that responds to the 
territorial nature of the social 
qualities of program.

...a means to combine the aural and 
visual sensory modalities.
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